
ROAR Character Project    
    DUE: Monday, October 16th   

Directions: Choose one of the following activities to complete using your ROAR novel. 
 

1. Imagine you were to go through the trash of one of the main characters. List at least 10 objects you would 

find in their garbage and explain why. Put the labeled pictures on the side and put the explanation on the 

other side. Also, be sure to include a picture of your character and their name. Each explanation should 

reference details from the book and be at least 2 sentences in length. See format model above. 

 

2. Twitter page: Create a twitter page and feed for the main character of the novel you read. Include a 

picture, the name of your character, a twitter handle (@__________), a short description under “bio” 

and at least 15 tweets with hashtags that relate to the character’s personality and experiences. Think 

about what your character might tweet about, or retweet. Be thoughtful. Be creative!  Make it look like a 

real twitter page.  

 

3. Mixtape: Design a song collection for a character you know well, being sure that the collection includes 

music that explains as many aspects of their personality, experiences, etc. as possible. 10 song minimum. 

3 sentence explanation for each song. Also include a creative Album cover. 

 

*Keep this rubric to submit with your ROAR project. 
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CHARACTER 5 3 1 
Content/Focus/
Organization 
Total: 
 
__________ 

 Demonstrates strong, 
thoughtful understanding of 
element 

 All info included is accurate 

 Clear organization, easy to 
follow 

 Structure is logical and 
cohesive 

 Demonstrates adequate 
understanding of element 

 Most info included is accurate 

 Mostly organized and easy to 
follow 

 Structure is mostly cohesive 

 Demonstrates limited 
understanding of element 

 Less than 75% of info 
included is accurate 

 Attempt at organization but 
difficult to follow 

 Structure is somewhat 
cohesive 

Style/Support/ 
Elaboration 
Format/ 
Requirements/ 
Conventions 
Total: 
 
__________ 

 All visuals are relevant and 
carefully selected 

 All details from book are well-
suited to audience 

 Exploration of topic shares 
many insights 

 Consistently uses strong word 
choice 

 Most visuals are relevant and 
carefully selected 

 Most details from book are 
well-suited to audience 

 Exploration of topic shares 
some insights 

 Occasionally uses strong word 
choice 

 Few visuals are relevant and 
carefully selected 

 Few details from book are 
well-suited to audience 

 Exploration of topic mostly 
summary 

 Rarely uses strong word 
choice 

Format/ 
Requirements/ 
Conventions 
Total: 
 
__________ 

 Meets all length/# requirements 
listed 

 Turned in on time 

 Mostly correct conventions 

 Neat and creative presentation 

 Meets most length/# 
requirements listed 

 Turned in one day after due 
date 

 Some need for editing 

 Mostly neat and creative 
presentation 

 Does not meet length/# 
requirements listed 

 Turned in more than one day 
after due date 

 Significant need for editing 

 Mostly neat or creative 
presentation 
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